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X. REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1954 S Item 8 of 
the Agenda (Official Records No. 44, and documents EBll/73, EBll/KcB/1, 
EB11/P&B/2, EBll/P«ScB/3, EBII/RcB/4, EBll/l^B/5 and EB11/P&B/6) 

The CHAIRMAN, opening the meeting, drew attention to resolutions Ш Л 5 � 2 and 
к . 

EB10.R21. 

Mr. SIS3EL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, introduced the subject and outlined the documentation before the committee, 

calling special attention to the series of working papers which had been prepared 

to facilitate the discussion, in particular to document EB11/P&B/6. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to a comment by Dr. van den BERG, said there 

would seem to be no objection to beginning the examination of the Proposed programme 

and Budget Estimates for 1954 without waiting for the report of the working party 

set мр to consider the financial implications of the Technical Assistance programme 

for 1953. Any relevant suggestions by the working party could later be incorp-

orated in the recommendations of the Standing Committee. 

Dr. TOGBA saw no need for a lengthy discussion on the budget estimates 

submitted by the Director-General}which were based, as everyone knew, on the sound 

recommendations of the various regional committees. 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the budgetary ceiling should be discussed, before 

the various programmes were studied. 



Dr# ALLTO®-PAREDES was of the opinion that the Technical Assistance funds 
• : ¡ . 、 . … . . . “ ‘ 

should be taken into consideration in connexion with any decision on the regular 
• ‘ • • • 

budget of the Organization, 

Mr, SÏEGEL invited attention to resolution Ш1А.5#62, which outlined the 

review the Health Assembly expected the Executive Board to make of the programme 

and budget êstimates# It would be noted, however, that paragraphs 1 (2) and 1 (3) 

of resolution WHA.5.X (Establishment of main committees of the Fifth World Health 

Assembly) placed approval of the budgetary ceiling after examination of the maih 

features of the programme. 

Professor OA.NA.PERIA. was in favour of first considering the main features of • i 
the programme, as set out in the various sections in Official Records No. 44# The 

next step would be to examine the financial implications, both regular and 

Technical Assistance, and make a detailed study of the amounts provided. At the 

latter stage working parties might be set up to deal with specific questions# 

Dr. ALLWDQD-PAREDES reverted to his previous statement, namely that figures 

relating to the Technical Assistance prograjnme should be examined in connexion 

with the proposed budget estimates for 1954, which might have to be revised in 

the light of the new developments. What he was anxious to obtain was a general 

picture of the whole programe of the Organization, including that financed by 

Technical Assistance. 

Mr. S3EGEL agreed that the postponement of any projects under the Technical 

Assistance programrie for 1953 would obviously afTect the proposed budget estimates 



for 1954. Howeverj that did not preclude prior consideration of the latter 

figures. He suggested that the procedure mentioned in the Director-Generalas 

introduction to the 1954 budget estimates (top of page x£)i.e„ the preparation 

of a supplementary budget for 1954, might be followed should it be necessary to 

postpone certain activities from 1953 to 1954, 

Dr» van den BERG supported the procedure advocated by Professor Canaperia. 

Dr' ALDTOOD-PARSDES supported Dra Mackenzie's proposal. He drew attention 

to resolution YMk5.62} which directed the Boardj in reviewing the annual budget 

estimates to consider whether the budget estimates were adequate to enable TOO 

to carry out its constitutional functions„ 

Dr. BRAVO believed there was no contradiction between Dr. Mackenzie's 

proposal and the instructions of the Health iissembly,, 

Discussing the point raised by Dr. Allwood-Paredes as to the relation between 

the regular budget and Technical Assistance fundŝ  he drew attention to the table 

on pages 38 and 39 of Official Records No. 44, which showed the estimated total 

expenditure for 1952, 1953 and 1954. It would be noted that in the regular budget 

there was only a slight increase - #62,107 - between 1953 and 1954， the total figure 

being approximately eight and a half million dollars for each year. Nevertheless, 

a comparison of the figures for operating services at headquarters showed an 

increase of 185,663. It was therefore clear that the increase in the regular 

budget estimates was almost entirely in operating services at headquarters. 



Turning to the figures for Technical Assistance for the same years, he noted that 

the total figure of $9,455,358 for 1953 corresponded to the Technical Assistance 

programme approved by the Health Assembly for that year. The discussion on Technical 

Assistance, however, had shown that only some five million dollars would be available 

to finance the 1953 programme； and it was to be feared that the 1954 figure for 

Technical Assistance - $10，276,445 - might have to be reduced by a percentage at least 

great.' as, if not greater than the 1953. The programme would then have to be reduced 

in like proportion, and that would have repercussions on the development of operating 

services at headquarters. 

It was essential, for the above reasons, to make a careful study of the close 

relationship existing between the regular budget and Technical Assistance funds, 

and it might be useful to have further information from the Secretariat, particularly 

in regard to Technical Assistance in 1954. 

Mr. SIEGEL, in reply, said it was not possible at the present time to estimate 

有hat Technical Assistance funds would be available in 1954. It was hoped that further 

details would be кпотш by July 1953, following action by the Economic and Social 

Council. 

He believed that the discussion would be greatly facilitated t?y reference to the 

working papers on the budget estimates, which clarified a number of important points 

and contained detailed explanations of itemized figures. 

Professor CANAPERIA thanked Mr. Siegel for his explanation and congratulated the 

Secretariat on the very useful documentation prepared. He also paid a tribute to the ' 

Director-General and the Secretariat on the way in which the Boardfs wishes had been 

carried out in the production of the programme and budget volume - a fact which greatly 



facilitated the task of the committee. 

He reinterated his original proposal, namely, that a general review should be made 

of the programme before any detailed consideration of the estimates was made. 

Mr. I/ELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, suggested that the regular budget of the 

Organization should: be considered first, leaving Technical Assistance funds to a later 

stage. The regular budget was after all that on which assessments were based, while 
4 . • , 

Technical Assistance was based on voluntary contributions. 

He also suggested that consideration should be given at an early stage to the 

budgetary ceiling so that, in the detailed examination, due regard would be paid to the 

total resources available. The form of presentation of the budget estimates was in 

general satisfactory, but the continuance of a procedure which provided for (1) a gross 

budget, (2) an assessment budget, and � an effective working budget was not satisfactory. 

That aspect should be borne in mind with a view to reverting,as soon as practicable,to 

a system which had not to take account of notional assessments, and vdiich operated strictly 

in accordance with the provisions of the original Financial Regulations. 

Finally, he suggested that an explanatory note should in future be included in the 

"Notes on the Presentation of' the Programme and Budget", indicating how the Technical 
•..... •.. 

Assistance estimates were compiled and directing attention to the fact that the Technical 

Assistance programme could be implemented only to the extent that funds were available 

to the Organization. 

Dr. TURBOTT agreed with Professor Canaperia that the main features of the programme 

should be studied before consideration was given to the budgetary ceiling. 

Decisionî It was agreed that the committee would first examine the proposed 
programme for 1954. 



The CHAIRMAN called for comments on the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

for 1954. 

Introduction 

Dr. ALIFOOD-PARBEES, referring to the sentence in the penultimate paragraph on 

page X of the introduction regarding the appointment of country representatives by 

WHO, asked whether provision for that proposal had been included in the 1954 budget. 

Under that policy at }east $700,000 would have to be eannarkecl for such representatives. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that with the development both of regular and 

of Technical Assistance programmes, and particularly in view of the great variety of 

bilateral Technical Assistance arrangements, it had become clear that effective 

co-ordination of health programmes could not be achieved either by headquarters 

or by regional headquarters. It had been found necessary to have representatives 

in the country itself in order to approach the government., in common with other 
• é 

agencies. The very frequent meetings of national co-ordinating committees made it 

imperative for WHO, as the responsible co-ordinating agency for all international 

health work, to be represented. The same policy was being followed by PASB by 

the setting-up of zone offices for groups of countries. 

No firm policy had been established, but the experiment had so far proved 

both useful and relatively cheap as compared with sending officials from regional 
4 headquarters to each country receiving assistance. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked that the committee proceed to a detailed discussion 
< 

of Annex 1 of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1954. 



Oanganiaational ifeetin̂ a 

Professor CANAPERIA noted that the estimated expenditure for 1954 on meetings 

of the Executive Board and its cômmittees was 1,500 more than for 1953. He had 

hoped it would be possible to avoid that increase. 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that the estimate was based on the best information 

available for 1953, taking account of the probable increase in the cost of supplies 

for 1954. The sum that would actually be spent depended of course upon how long 

the Board sat, on the work it carried out, and on the number of studies that it 

would have requested the Director-General to conduct and to report on. The committee 

would also note that the estimates for "the Health Assembly was slightly lower in 

1954 than in 1953? it was thought that the printing costs would be lower for 1954, 

as the agenda was expected to contain fewer items. 

As the Committee knew, any savings made in one section of the budget could be 

used to offset a deficit occurring in another section. 

Dr� DAENGSVÂNG wondered whether the estimated expenditure for the Executive 

Board in 1954 could be maintained at the 1953 level if the duration of the session 

were estimated at three weeks, 

Mr. SIEGEL said it was quite possible that the extra amount of $1,500 would 

not be required in 1954; on the other hand it was equally possible that the estimate 

would prove inadequate. 

The committee might wish to express the hope that the extra sura for which 

provision was made might not be used by the Executive Board, and that it might then 

be transferred to another section of the budget should that prove necessary. 



y 

Dr. TOGBA noted that whereas expenditure on the meeting of the Regional 

Committee for Africa had amounted to #11,956 in 1952, it was only estimated at 

$9,600 for 1953 and 1954. He asked how that difference arose. 

Mr, SIEGEL answered that in 1952 the Regional Committee for Africa had had to 

be serviced by persons recruited from headquarters and that consequently the costs 

were higher than those estimated for the following years, when it was expected that 

the staff required could be provided from the Regional Office in Brazzaville. 

Dr, TOQBâ recalled that at the last meeting of the Regional Committee for Africa 

it had been decided that future meetings should alternate between the east and west 

coasts of Africa, The 1954 session would presumably be held on the west coast, 

although the place had not yet been finally decided;, in that case the expenditure 

might be lower than in 1953 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it was precisely because no decision had been 

taken on where the 1954 session was to be held that an average figure had been given. 

Wherever it was held5 however) it should cost less than in 19520 
* 

Dr, ALIWOOD-PAREDES recalled that a suggestion had been made in the Executive 

Board that the Organization might cover the travel expenses of representatives 

attending meetings of regional committees. He wondersd whether there had been a 

draft resolution on that point. 



Having received the answer that the matter had been referred by the Board to 

its working party on regionalization, he wondered whether the time was appropriate 

to consider the whole question of the expenses of regional committees in the light 
_ < 

of the suggestion made. 
4 

？»SIEGEL answered that the question was indeed pertinent to the discussion 

in hand. He indicated that the Secretariat had prepared for the working party a 

number of estimates of the expenses that would have to be met in 1954 should the 

Health Assembly decide that the Organization would pay the travel expenses of a 

representative to regional committee meetings• While it might be preferable to 

postpone aitecision on the question until the working party1 s report was to hand, 

account should nevertheless be taken of the fact that, if； a recommendation were made 

to the Health Assembly that WHO should cover such travel expenses, the budgetary 

amount provided for regional committees should be increased by about $35,000. 

Dr. 30IIE wondered why the expenditure on duty travel for the Regional Conmdttee 

for the Americas in 1952 and 1954 was almost six times that of the other regional 

committers• 

Mr. SIEGEL answered that not only duty travel but other costs of regional 

committees varied; the reason for the estimated expenditure for 1953 being much lower 

than the 1952 or 1954 figures was that the 1953 session would be held in Washington 

and the duty travel 

expenses thorefors coverod only teirporsry staff and whatever 

staff attended from the zone offices. Таз figure for 1954 approximated to that for 1952 since it was not known where the 1954 session would be held* 
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The Committee would also not4.ce that the 1954 figure for duty travel in South-

East Asia was lower than that for the preceding years, the reason being that the 
‘ : ；• 

regional committee would meet that year in New Delhi, the seat of the Regional Office. 

He pointed out that there was considerable fluctuation from year to year 

depending upon where the sessions were held. Regional offices had been encouraged 

to decide on the place of meeting two years in advance； that, however, had not 
been done in every case. • 

• • 

Dr. KARUNARATNE recalled that a suggestion had been made that meetings of 

regional committees should be held at the regional headquarters in alternate years 

in order to reduce travel costs. He wondered to what extent that had been encouraged. 

Mr.- SIEGEL answered that that suggestion was to be put to the working party on . » 
regiomlization,which would no doubt give it full consideration. However, he would 

refer to Article 48 of the Constitution, which stated that regional committees should 

meet as often es necessary and should determine the place of each meeting. It was 

thus clear that it was for the regional committees themselves to decide on the 

location of meetings; but there was nothing to prevent the Executive Board from 

recommending that the Health Assembly urge regional committees to meet at regioml 

headquarters in alternate years. 

In answer to a question put by Dr. TOGBA, he stated that the travel expenses 

of any representative of the Director-General sent to regional committee meetings 

had hitherto been paid for by headquarters. 

Dr. TOGBA then wondered why such a large sum had been charged to the budget of 

the Re^.onal Office for Africa in 1952, if the staff had in fact been paid for from 

Geneva, 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL sôid that the staff sent to the regional committee meetings 

mentioned earlier did not represent the Director-General but merely serviced the 

meeting. In the absence of adequate regional staff, scxne headquarters staff, 

largely temporary, had been lent to the regional committee at the latter^ езфепэе« 

Dr. ALDTOOD-PAREDES asked if the attendance of WHO country representatives at 

regional committee meetings would increase the burden on regional budgets, in 

addition, of course, to the gradual general increase. 
•*.. • * 

Mr. SIEGEL^ in answer to the latter part of Drt AUwood-Paredes% intervention, 

stated that an examination of the figures would show that the expenditure for 1954 

on regional committees was expected to be only $1,000 more than that estimated for 

1953# As to the question he had asked, it was possible that a sli^it increase would 

be incurred if it was considered desirable for zone or country representatives to 

attends The amounts would vary from year to year and from region to region, 

depending upon the questions to be discussed. 

Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services 

Professor CAÎIAPERIA noted, on the one hand, that provision was made for 

consultants to continue investigations into the ‘ fftcacy of various dried emallp�x 

vaccines and, on the other, that at least four laboratories would be similarly 

engaged» While in no way belittling such work, of the tremendous inç) or tance of 

which he was fully aware, he did wonder why it was necessary to engage consultants 

at the same time as four laboratories were conducting research. 



Dr. GEAR, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services, explained 

that the work was directly concerned with the application of the International 

Sanitary Regulations (WHO"Regulations No.2); that was why it was being directed 
ж 

by the Division of Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services. (The same 

also applied to the work concerning yellow fever.) The Organization had no 

facilities of its own so it had asked four laboratories to assist in determining 

the efficacy of dried smallpox vaccine, 

Dr* van den BERG noted that there' seemed to have been s cane »«arrangement of 

statistical services. In the past, there had been a single statistical division, 
b u t in the future certain statistical questions would be dealt with by the Division 

of Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services while others would be dealt with 

separately, particularly those concerning the International Statistical Classification 

of Diseases, Injuries, and Causes of Death. While he agreed that statistics were 

very inçiortant to all epidemiological studies, he did not think that Ше greater 

part of WO statistical services should be dealt with by the same division as was 

concerned with epidemiology. 

He also noted that the work on co-ordination of research previously undertaken 

in the Division of Epidemiological Services had been transferred to the Division of 

Ccaranunicable-Disease Services. He understood that that applied particularly to 

epidemiological research, and he wondered 她ere the general co-ordination of research 

was carried out, :.’. .”,.._.:..:. 
- ••,... . . 

•• *." ！- .. I 

Dir. GEAR stated, in answer to' Dr. van den Berg's first point, that the Director-

General had felt that statistics, both in their methodology and in their collection 

and analysis, had become so important to the work of the Organization that it was 



necessary to provide the best possible advice for all units of the Organization, 

National health statistical conunittees тявге being developed and their work was to 

be co-ordinated by Yi/HO, There was a need for statistical guidance in the regional 

offices and at headquarters for the planning of projects; there was also a need, 

which had been increasing in recent years, for closer liaison with the United Nations 

in statistical matters. All those reqttirements were gradually becoming more acute. 

In addition, a change in the nature of epidemiological work had been taking 

place over the past two or three years nvhich would be reflected in the programmes 

being planned for 1953 and 1954, That was partly due to the application from 

1 October 1952 of the International Sanitary Regulations,which called for an 

increasing provision of statistics concerning all communicable diseases to the 

Organization from Member governments and, after analysis, from the Organization to 

Member governaonts. Moreover, W o resolutions adopted by the Fourth World Health 

Assembly called upon the Director-General to improve WHO!s epidemiological 

information services as regards not only quarantinable diseases but all other 

communicable diseases as well. The Fifth Health Assembly had requested the 

Director-General to give close consideration to the administrative machinery in 

operation for the collection, analysis and distribution of epidemiological infomation. 

As a result of the requirements in the statistical services to which he had 

referred, and of the request for the devolopment of epidemiological information 

services, increasing responsibility had fallen upon the Division of Editorial and 

Reference Services, particularly concernir^ its publications and library services. 



In view of all those factors, the Director-General had felt it important 

to reorganize the divisions concerned so that Member governments, medical and 

health institutions, and the Organization itself would in the near future be 

provided with improved and more efficient services at no increased cost to the 

Organization. With the aim of providing the, greatest stimulus in statistical 

matters to all concerned, the Director-General had felt it best to create the 

post of Di re сt or-Consultant on Health Statistics. In order to make that 

Director-Consultant fteely available to all units, and to provide for the 

Increased travel that would be required, he wa3 attached directly to the Office 

of the Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services• It would be 

noted that the vork proposed in the statistical field for 1953 and 195^ was in 

no way reduced but rather increased. 

As to Dr. van den Berg's second question concerning the co-ordination of 

research, it would be recalled that the Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance at the fifth session of the Executive Board had considered the 

probable relationship of research in the field of epidemiological services to 

the vork done in the Department of Advisory Services within the Division of 

Communicable Diseases• The Director-General had felt that the best way to 

ensure liaison between the two fields of work, especially in view of the changes 

produced by regionalization^ vas to fuse the two headquarters units. He had 

consequently made the necessary administrative chango and was satisfied that it 

Was providing the best service. 

The Standing Committee adjourned at 5 p>m> iri order to resume the plenary session 

of the Executive Board (see EBllAlin/19�Rev Л 
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1. REVIEW OF HIOPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 19543 Item 8 of 
the agenda (Official Records No. 44, and documents EBll/73, EBll/KtB/1, 
EB11/B&B/2, EB11/P&B/3, EBll/RcB/4, EBII/BScB/5 and EB11/P&B/6) 

The CHAIRMAN, opening the meeting, drew attention to resolutions 1НЛ5.62 and 

EB10.R21. 

SI^jEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, introduced the subject and outlined the documentation before the committee 

calling special attention to the series of working papers which had been prepared 

to facilitate the discussion, in particular to document EB11/P&B/6. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERiiLj replying to a comment by Dr. van den BERG, said there 

would seem to be no objection to beginning the examination of the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates for 1954 without waiting for the report of the working party 

set up to consider the financial implications of the Technical assistance programme 

for 1953. Any relevant suggestions by the working party could later be incorp-

orated in the recommendations of the Standing Committee, 

Dr. TOGBA saw no need for a lengthy discussion on the budget estimates 

submitted by the Director-General which were based, as everyone knew, on the sound 

recommendations of the various regional committees. 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the budgetary ceiling should be discussed before 

the various programmes were studied. 



Drf ALLWOOD-PAREDES was of the opinion that the Technical Assistance funds 

should be taken into consideration in connexion with any decision on the regular 

budget of the Organization. 

Mr. SIEGEL invited attention to resolution 1Ш.5#62, which outlined the 

review the Health Assembly expected the Executive Board to make of the programme 

and budget estimates • It would be noted, however, that paragraphs 1 (2) and 1 (3) 

of resolution WHA.5.1 (Establishment of main committees of the Fifth World Health 

Assembly) placed approval of the budgetary ceiling after examination of the main 

features of the progranme# 

Professor OA.NA.PERIA was in favour of first considering the main features of 

the programme, as set out in the various sections in Official Records No. 44# The 

next step would be to examine the financial implications, both regular and 

Technical Assistance, and make a detailed study of the amounts provided. At the 

latter stage working parties might be set up to deal with specific questions. 

Dr. ALLWOCD-PAREDES reverted to his previous statement, namely that figures 

relating to the Technical Assistance programme should be examined in connexion 

with the proposed budget estimates for 1954, which might have to be revised in 

the light of the new developments, l/ïhat he was anxious to obtain was a general 

picture of the whole programme of the Organization, including that financed by-

Technical Assistance, 

Mr# SIEGEL agreed that the postponement of any projects under the Technical 

Assistance prograrmie for 1953 would obviously affect the proposed budget estimates 



for 1954. However, that did not preclude prior consideration of the latter 

figures. He suggested that the procedure mentioned in the Director-General's 

introduction to the 1954 budget estimates (top of page x i i.e. the preparation 

of a supplementary budget for 1954, might be followed should it be necessary to 

postpone certain activities from 1953 to 1954. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the procedure advocated by Professor Canaperia. 

Dr. ALLViTOOD-PAREDES supported Dr. Mackenzie's proposal. He drew attention 

to resolution ША5.62 which directed the Board in reviewing the annual budget 

estimates, to consider whether the budget estimates were adequate to enable WHO 

to carry out its constitutional functions. 

Dr. BRAVO believed there was no contradiction between Dr. Mackenzie's 

proposal and the instructions of the Health Assembly, 

Discussing the point raised by Dr. Allwood-Paredes as to the relation between 

the regular budget and— Technical Assistance funds, he drew attention to the table 

on pagos 38 and 39 of Official Records No. 44, î iich showed the estimated total 

expenditure for 19Я, 1953 and 1954. It would be noted that in the regular budget 

there was only a slight increase 一 $62,107 - between 1953 and. 1954, the total figure 

being approximately eight and a half million dollars for each year. Nevertheless, 

a comparison of the figures for operating services at headquarters showed an 

increase of $85,663. It was therefore clear that the increase in the regular 

budget estimates was almost entirely in operating services at headquarters. 
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Turning to the figures for Technical Assistance for the same years, he noted that 

the total figure of $9,455,358 for 1953 corresponded to the Technical Assistance 

programme approved by the Health Assembly for that year* The discussion on Technical 

Assistance, however, had shown that only some five million dollars would be available 

to finance the 1953 programme. And it was to be feared that the 1954 figure for 

Technical Assistance - $10,276,000 � might have to be reduced by a percentage at least 

as great, if not greater, than the 1953; the programme would then have to be reduced 

in like proportion, and that would have repercussions on the development of operating 

services at headquarters» 

It was essential, for the above reasons, to make a careful study of the close 

relationship existing between the regular budget and Technical Assistance funds, 

and it might be useful to have further information from the Secretariat, particularly 

in regard to Technical Assistance in 1954. 

Mr. SIEGEL, in reply, said it was not possible at the present time to estimate 

what Technical Assistance funds would be available in 1954. It was hoped that further 

details would be кпош by July 1953, following action by the Economic and Social 

Council. 

He believed that the discussion would be greatly facilitated by reference to the 

working papers on the budget estimates, which clarified a number of inçortant points 

and contained detailed explanations of itemized figures. 

Professor CANAPERIA thanked Mr. Siegel for his explanation and-congratulated the 

Secretariat on the very useful documentation prepared» He also paid a tribute to the 

Director-General and the Secretariat on the way in which the Boardts wishes had been 

carried out in the production of the programme and budget volume - a fact which greatly 



facilitated the task of the committee� 

He reinterated his original proposal, namely, that a general review should be made 

of the programme before any detailed consideration of the estimates was made. 

Mr. MELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, suggested that the regular budget of the 

Organization should be considered first, leaving Technical Assistance funds to a later 

stage. The regular budget was after all that on which assessments were based, while 

Technical Assistance was based on voluntary contributions. 

He also suggested that consideration should be given at an early stage to the 

budgetary ceiling so that, in the detailed examination, due regard would be paid to the 

total resources available. The form of presentation of the budget estimates was in 

general satisfactory, but the continuance of a procedure which provided for (1) a gross 

budget, (2) an assessment budget, and � an effective working budget was not satisfactory^ 

That aspect should be borne in mind with a view to reverting,as soon as practicable,to 

a system which had not to take account of notional assessments, and which operated strictlj 

in accordance with the provisions of the original Financial Regulations. 

Finally, he suggested that an explanatory note should in future be included in the 

"Notes on the Presentation of the Programme.and Budget", indicating how the Technical 

Assistance estimates were compiled and directing attention to the fact that the Technical 

Assistance programme could be implemented only to the extent that funds were available 

to the Organization. 

Dr. TURBOTT agreed with Professor Canaperia that the main features of the programme 

should be studied before consideration was given to the budgetary ceiling. 

Decision; It was agreed that the committee would first examine the proposed 
programme for 1954. 



EBll/AP/Min/l 
page 8 

The CHAIRMàN called for comments on the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

for 1954.. 

Introduction 
» . 

Dr. ALHTOOD-PAREDES, referring to the sentence in the penultimate paragraph on 

page X of the introduction, regarding the appointment of country representatives by 

TOO, asked whether provision for that proposal had been Included in the 1954 budget. 

Under that policy at least #700，000 would have to be earmarked for such representatives. 

The DIRECTCR-GENERAL explained that with the development both of regular and 

of Technical Assistance programmes, and particularly in view of the great variety of 

bilateral Technical Assistance arrangements, it had become clear that effective 

co-ordination of health programmes could not be achieved either by headquarters 

or by regional headquarters. It had been found necessary to have representatives 

in the country itself in order to approach the government, in common with other 

agencies. The very frequent meetings of national co-ordinating committees made it 

imperative for WHO, as the responsible co-ordinating agency for all international 

health work, to be represented. The same policy was being followed by PASB by 

the appointment of zone offices for groups of countries. 

No firm policy had been established, but the experiment had so far proved 

both useful and relatively cheap as compared with sending officials from regional 

headquarters to each country receiving assistance. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked that the committee proceed to a detailed discussion 
4 

of Annex 1 of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1954 • 



Organ.i!5atioml Meétirsgs 

Professor CANAPERIA noted that the estimated expenditure for 1954 on meetings 

of the Executive Board and its committees was 1,500 more than for 1953. He had 

hoped it would be possible to avoid that increase^ 

Mr« SIEGEL explained that the estimate was based on the best information 

available for 1953，taking account of the probable increase in the cost of supplies 

for 1954. The sum that would actually be spent depended of course upon how long 

the Board sat, on the work it carried out, and on the number of studies that it 

would have requested the Director-General to conduct and to report on. The committee 

would also note that the estimates for the Health Assembly was slightly lower in 

1954 than in 1953? it was thought that the printing costs would be lower for 1954, 

as the agenda was expected to contain fewer items e 

As the Committee knew^ any savings made in one section of the budget could be 

used to offset a deficit occurring in another sectione 

Dr. DAENGSVANG wondered whether the estimated expenditure for the Executive 

Board in 1954 could be maintained at the 1953 level if the duration of the session 

were estimated at three weeksf 

Mr0 SIEGEL said it was quite possible that the extra amount of $1,500 would 

not be required in 1954; on the other hand it was equally possible that the estimate 

would prove inadequate, 

The committee might wish to express the hope that the extra sum for which 

provision was made might not be used by the Executive Board, and that it might then 

be transferred to another section of the budget should that prove necessary 



y 

Dr. TOGBA noted that whereas expenditure on the meeting of the Regional 

Committee for Africa had amounted to $11,956 in 1952, it was only estimated at 

|9,600 for 1953 and 1954. He asked how that difference arose. 

Mr, SIEGEL answered that in 1952 the Regional Committee for Africa had had to 

be serviced by persons recruited from headquarters and that consequently the costs 

were higher than those estimated for the following years, when it was expected that 
/ 

the staff required could be provided from the Regional Office in Brazzaville, 

Dr. TOGBâ recalled that at the last meeting of the Regional Committee for Africa 

it had been decided that future meetings should alternate between the east and west 

coasts of Africa. The 1954 session would presumably be held on the west coast, 

although the place had not yet been finally decided; in that case the expenditure 

might be lower than in 1953• 
• i 

The DIRECTOR-GEIERAL said that it was precisely because no decision had been 

taken on where the 1954 session was to be held that an average figure had been given. 

Wherever it was held, however^ it should cost less than in 1952• 

Dr. ALIiTOOD-PAREDES recalled that a suggestion had been made in the Executive 

Board that the Organization might cover the travel expenses of representatives 

attending meetings of regional committees. He wondered l̂ hether there had been a 

draft resolution on that point„ 



Having received the answer that the matter had been referred by the Board to 

its working party on regionalization, he wondered whether the time was appropriate 

to consider the whole question of the expenses of regional committees in the light 

of the suggestion made, 
/ 

Mr, SIEGEL answered that the question was indeed pertinent to the discussion 

in hand. He indicated that the Secretariat had prepared for the working party a 

number of estimates of the expenses that would have to be met in 1954 should the 

Health Assembly decide that the Organization would pay the travel expenses of a 

representative to regional committee meetings• While it might be preferable to 

postpone decision on the question until the working party1 s report was to hand, 

account should nevertheless be taken of the fact that if a recommendation were made 

to the Health Assembly that WHO should cover^such travel expenses, the budgetary 
У amount provided for regional committees should be increased by about $35^000. 

Dr. BOIEE wondered why the expenditure on duty travel for the Regional Committee 

for the Americas in 1952 and 1954 was almost six times that of the other regional 

committees • 

Mr. SIEGEL answered that not only duty travel but other costs of regional 

committees varied； the reason for the estimated expenditure for 1953 being much lower 

than the 1952 or 1954 figures was that the 1953 session would be held in Washington 
� i 

and the duty travel expenses therefore covered only temporary staff and whatever 

staff attended from the zone offices • The figure for 1954 approximated to that 
for 1952 since it was not known where the 1954 session would be held� 



The Committee would also notáce that the 1954 figure for duty travel in South-

East Asia was lower than that for the preceding years, the reason being that the 

regional committee would meet that year in New Delhi, the seat of the Regional Office. 

He pointed out that there was considerable fluctuation from year to year 

depending upon where the sessions were held. Regional offices had been encouraged 

to decide on the place of meeting two years in advance; that, however, had not 

been done in every case. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE recalled that a suggestion had been made that meetings of 

regional committees should be held at the regional headquarters in alternate years 

in order to reduce travel costs. He wondered to ishat extent that had been encouraged, 

Mr. SIEGEL answered that that suggestion was to be put to the working party on 

regionalization which would no doubt give it full consideration. However, he would 

refer to Article 48 of the Constitution which stated that regional committees should 

meet as often as neceásary and should determine the place of each meeting. It was 

thus clear that it was for the regional committees themselves to decide on the 

location of meetings; but there was nothing to prevent the Executive Board from 

recommending that the Health Assembly urge regional committees to meet at regioml 

headquarters in alternate years. 

In answer to a question put by Dr. TOGBA, he stated that the travel expenses 

of any representative of the Director-General sent to regional committee meetings 

had hitherto been paid for by headquarters,‘ 

Dr. Í0GBA then wondered why such a large sum had been charged to the budget of 

the Regional Office for Africa in 1952, if the staff had in fact been paid for from 

Geneva. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the staff sent to the regional committee meetings 

mentioned earlier did not represent the Director-General but merely serviced the 

meeting. In the absence of adequate regional staff) some headquarters staff, 

largely temporal had been lent to the regional comiTiittee at the latter1 s expensec 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked if the attendance of WHO country representatives at., 

regional committee meetings would increase the burden on regional budgets, in 

addition, of course, to the gradual general increase« 

Mr, SIEGEL, in answer to the latter part of DrP Allwood-Paredes^ intervention^ 

stated that an examination of the figures would show that the expenditure for 1954 

on regional committees was expected to be only #1^000 more than that estimated for 

1953# As to the question he had asked, it was possible that a slight increase would 

be incurred if it was considered desirable for zone or country representatives to 

attend. The amounts would vary from year to year and from region to region, 

depending upon the questions to be discussed� 

Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services 

Professor CANAPERIA noted, on the one hand� that provision was mads for 

consultants to continue investigations into tho efficacy of various dried smallpox 

vaccines and, on the other, that at least four laboratories would be similarly 

engaged. While in no way belittling such work, of the tremendous importance of 

which he was fully aware3 he did wonder why it was necessary to engage consultants 

at the same time as four laboratories were conducting research. 



Dr. GEAR, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services, explained 

that the work was directly concerned with the application of the International 

Sanitary Regulations (WHO Regulations No»2)； that was why it was being directed 
• 

by the Division of Epidemiological and Health Statistí.cal Services, (The same 

also applied to the work concerning yellow fever.) The Organization had no 

facilities of its own so it had asked four laboratories to assist in determining 

the efficacy of dried smallpox vaccine. 

Dr, xran den BERG noted that there seemed to have been some re~arrangement of 

statistical services. In the past, there had been a single statistical division, 

but in the future certain statistical questions would be dealt with by the Division 

of Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services while others would be dealt with 

separately, particularly those concerning the International Statistical Classification 

of Diseases, Injuries, and Causes of Death. While he agreed that statistics were 

very important to all epidemiological studies, he did not think that the greater 

part of "WHO statistical services should be dealt with by the same division as was 

concerned with epidemiology. 

He also noted that the work on co-ordination of research previously undertaken 

in the Division of Epidemiological Services had been transferred to the Division of 

Communicable-Disease Services. He understood that that applied particularly to 

epidemiolo轶cal research, and he wondered where the general co-ordination of research 

was carried out. 

Dr» gEAR stated, in answer to Dr. van den Berg's first point, that the Director-

General had felt that statistics, both in their methodology and in their collection 
and analysis, had become so inç>ortant to the work of the Organization that it was 



necessary to provide.the best possible advice for all units of the Organization, 

National health statistical committees were being developed and their work was to 

be co-ordinated by 1H0, There was a need for statistical guidance in the regional 

offices and at headquarters for the planning of projects; there was also a needj 

which had been increasing in recent years, for closer liaison with the United Nations 

in statistical matters. All those, requirements were gradually becoming more acute, 

In addition, a change in the nature of epidemiological work had been taking 

place over the past two or three years which would be reflected in the programmes 

being planned for 1953 and 1954. That was partly due to the application from 

1 October I952 of the International Sanitary Regulations which called for an 

increasing provision of statistics concerning all communicable diseases to the 

Organization from Member governments and, after analysis, from the Organization to 

Member governments. Moreover, two resolutions adopted by the Fourth World Health 

Assembly called upon the Director-General to improve TOOJs epidemiological 

information services as regards not only quarantinable diseases but all other 

communicable diseases as well. The Fifth Health Assembly had requested the 

Director-General to give close consideration to the administrative machinery in 

operation for the collection, analysis and distribution of epidemiological information, 

As a result of the requirements in the statistical services to.which he had 

referred, and of the request for the development of epidemiological information 

services, increasir^ responsibility had fallen upon the Division of Editorial and 

Reference Services, particularly concerning its publications and library services, 



In view of all those factors, the Director-General had felt it important 

to reorganize the divisions concerned so that Member governments, medical and 

health institutions, and the Organization itself would in the near future be 

provided with improved and more efficient services at no increased cost to the 

Organization. With the aim of providing the greatest stimulus in statistical 

matters to all concerned, the Di re сt or-General had felt it best to create the 

post of Director-Consultant on Health Statistics. In order to make that 

Director-Consultant freely available to all units and to provide for the 

increased travel that would be required, he was attached directly to the Office 

of the Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services. It would be 

noted that the work proposed in the statistical field .for 1953 and 195紅 was in 

no way reduced but rather increased. 

As to Dr. van den Berg's second question concerning the co-ordination of 

research, it would be recalled that the Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance at the fifth session of the Executive Board had considered the 

probable relationship of research in the field of epidemiological services to 

the work done in the Department of Advisory Services within the Division of 

Communicable Diseases, The Director-General had felt that the best way to 

ensure liaison between the two fields of work, especially in view of the changes 

produced by regionalization, was to fuse the two headquarters units. He had 

consequently made the necessary administrative change and was satisfied that it 

was providing the best service. 

The Standing Committee adjourned at 5 in order to resume the plenary session 

of the Executive Board (see EBll/kin/19)> 


